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Comnent on the proposed elimination of the annual camping permit:
Why would anyone want to pay more to use facilities that park staff are too lazy to take care
of today? For example, at the S. Montecello point outhouse at EBSP the women's toilet seat
has had shit on it from Nov. when a duck hunter's kids used it every morning. An EBSP
maintenance dude was at this toilet yesterday, and all he did was install a roll of toilet paper in
the men's side with a mud wasp nest in the carboard center- dead wasps fall out when you
attempt to pull paper from the dispenser. The restrooms are always cleaned like crap if at all,
so that's expected. This guy has been with NM State Parks since David Parker Ray was here-
you can't tell me nobody here knew, I bet almost everyone who worked here knew something,
especially rangers, considering that DPR ran an industrial-scale snuff film business producing
5-6 films a year. Hey, this dude could've been one of DPR's hooded assistants that were never
identified! Regardless, EBSP enabled this evil! Epstein's client list was far less evil than
DPR's... There's a whole lot more to question about DPR and friends, but it's another example
of "NM True"- eagerly bending over to accomodate psychopath billionaire/natl security state
corruption and exploration of the most evil actions humans can do to another, from
Oppenheimer (films never mention that he headed Nazi-like radiation experiments on Los
Alamos workers) to Epstein (whose financial crimes were far worse than his sexual blackmail
exploits, according to Whitney Webb.) As Neil Mertz's (the judge who ensured DPR would
never be successfully prosecuted, and was rewarded by having the Torrance legal annex
named after him- hmm, was he a DPR client?) wife said in a 2023 Socorro paper interview,
the way to get along here is to "keep your head down and have an open mind." Sheer f-ing
evil, but that's NM True, apathy mixed with hostility, with a good dose of stupidity in the mix.
I don't want to drink the water here anymore, apparently there's something very wrong with it,
besides bad karma. You have to be an idiot Texan to choose to pay to play in this shit, just
saying. Non-idiots come here mainly because it's cheap, but take that away and NM has
nothing of value.


